Automated Export System (AES)
Benefits

What is it?
The Automated Export System (AES) Software allows
the electronic filing of export information directly to
U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP). All exporters
must file Electronic Export Information (EEI) to AES
electronically.

How it works?
Multiple agencies can transmit export shipment data
via Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) directly to CBP.
After submitting AES customers will electronically
receive Internal Transaction Number (ITN) as a
confirmation of successful export data submission.
The GeTS AES service offers users Web-based or XML
Integrated Enterprise to submit EEI to CBP quickly
and securely that complies with record-keeping
requirements by CBP.
In addition to electronic transmission, GeTS AES users
can also make changes and correct errors. GeTS AES
service also offers pre-validation of the data to ensure
accuracy. Real time notification alerts for all CBP
responses can be received via email and SMS.

24/7 CUSTOMER
SUPPORT

OFFLINE NOTIFICATIONS

On demand access to
support for all devices

Receive email and SMS alerts
on key filing events

DATA RETENTION

REPORT GENERATION

Comply with Customs Act
records keeping regulations

Data reporting exported
to spreadsheet for intenal
audit, records keeping and
management purposes

AUTO-FILL TEMPLATES
Numerous in-app
functionality for valuable
time savings

Subscription Options
WEB
The GeTS AES Web-based filing is designed with the end user in
mind. Users can enter compliant EEI details quickly and easily
without missing any mandatory fields with our highlighted
entry fields, receive an ITN within seconds and produce the

Who should use it?

supporting documentation easily. The real-time ‘Dashboard
Status Report’ and ITN ‘Notification’ (SMS/email) can be tailored
to meet an exporter’s unique requirements anytime.
INTEGRATION

Exporters

If operating with an in-house or 3rd party software, we offer

Authorized
Agents

data integration that can seamlessly transfer AES submissions
and responses directly to customs. Users who wish to reduce
time spent online and minimize errors can rely on GeTS AES
XML integrated Enterprise. GeTS will work with your IT so
that filers don’t have to rekey the same data across different
applications. This is made possible with industry standard realtime messaging.

GeTS
Global eTrade Services (GeTS) is a CrimsonLogic subsidiary and a key growth engine for the Group. GeTS has a comprehensive suite
of global trade connectivity services that helps traders meet regulatory and compliance requirements from Government agencies and
trade associations around the world. Based on a SaaS model, GeTS is centred on a global trade platform that facilitates cross-border
trade with Compliance Connectivity, eAdvisory and Data Analytics suite of services.
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